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Welcome Letter
Dear Beloveds,
It is our honor to welcome you to Evolution 2020. We invite you to enter with open hearts
and minds. Our intention is to gather as a collective of evolving beings - strive to ascend in
our consciousness, and ground in our bodies. For as we do, we create new possibilities for
who we are becoming.
There is a light in you. In each of us. And this year as we bring our lights together, let us
share sparks of connection, deepen in our authenticity, and embrace the fullness of who we
are.
Come for the journey of healing, as we learn and play. Let us connect, deepen, and cherish
these moments and one another, with kindness and generosity.
Be proactive about your self-care. Seek to understand, communicate, and honor your
boundaries. There may be opportunities to dive to depths you have never been to before.
Embrace new experiences, but take care to be aware of your limits.
Please take care of each other, and yourself. And use the resources we have provided. This
year we have a Medic Team, a Consent Team, and a Mental Health Team. If you find
yourself or a friend requiring medical attention due to a physical injury, or in need of
mental-emotional support after an experience at the festival that may have been triggering
or boundary-crossing, please reach out to us.
You don’t have to have to face challenging moments alone.
We are here to support you and hold you in care.
You are beautiful.
You are powerful.
You are sacred.
Welcome home.

Sun - the Phoenix
Vision Director of Interfusion Festival
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Our Values
Universal Love:

Reverence for all humanity and creation without conditions or restraints. We experience
the divine in every breath we take, voice we hear, or soul we encounter. Universal Love is
the state in which we can experience our true selves and that of others, the state of
ultimate liberation.

Humility:

The understanding that we are lifelong students, and that each person we encounter can
be a teacher. The quality of humility frees us from our ego and self-importance and opens
receptivity to new learning and growth.

Non-Rivalry:

When we embrace discomfort and disrupt old patterns, we expand the possibilities of our
lives. We display courage when we take risks, show up as ourselves, open to vulnerability;
and in so doing we can inspire others to do the same.

Non-Judgment:

By practicing non-judgment we open to the fullness of the moment, unconstrained by our
rote patterns of categorization. We step back from the habitual and gain access to fuller
insight.

Courage:

We hold the best interest of others at heart. By displaying courage to step out of our
comfort zones, take risks, show ourselves, be vulnerable, and be true we inspire others to
do the same. Through courage we expand our own horizons and pave the way for those
around us to follow along.

Caring:

We are attentive to the needs of those around us, and to our own. We seek to serve others
while still taking care of ourselves. Caring means respecting the choices of others and
compels us to act with integrity and honesty.

Curiosity:

The zest for exploration, discovery, and learning. Curiosity prompts us to take genuine
interest in others and to invite new experiences, joyfully and without reservation.
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Consent Code of Conduct

⇢  CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE FULL CONSENT POLICY  ⇠
https://interfusionfestival.com/consentpolicy/

All members of the Interfusion community have the right to feel safe and exercise their
consent throughout the entire duration of their attendance of the festival. Therefore, all
attendees must adhere to the Consent Code of Conduct at all times. Those who do not
adhere to the Code of Conduct will be held accountable for their actions through a process
outlined in our Consent Policy available online at InterfusionFestival.com/consentpolicy.

DEFINITION OF CONSENT

Consent is an empowered decision rooted in personal agency. It is the giving of
permission or agreement to participate in an interaction or activity. Consent is active not
static, which means that at any point during an activity or interaction, one’s consent may
be withdrawn, even if it was given at the outset. Consent is given freely and
wholeheartedly with autonomy; it is not hesitant, manipulated, or coerced.

How to Report an Incident

If you experience a boundary crossing or a violation of your consent, we are here to
support you. Whether you just need a safe space to talk or would like to report the
incident, our Consent Team will be available around the clock to make sure that you have
the support you need.
If you need support, find a Consent Team member
either at the Consent Booth or around the Festival
grounds - they will be wearing a Red Armband. You
may also reach out to any member of our staff or
volunteers and ask them to contact the Consent Team
on your behalf, and they will reach out to us ASAP.
To file a report online go to please use this F
 orm.
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PRINCIPLES & PROTOCOLS FOR ENGAGING WITH CONSENT

Interfusion is committed to creating a safe haven of creativity and personal growth for all
participants. Here are our community consent rules of etiquette, or Code of Conduct, so
everyone feels safe and at choice.
1. Consent First: All participants must receive explicit verbal or non-verbal consent
before any interaction that involves physical contact.
2. Yes & No: “Yes” means yes. Hesitation or “maybe” means “no” or there’s
something to clarify.
3. Check In: Check in during any physical activity for another “Yes”. Ask questions,
talk, or clarify when ambiguous (e.g. Do you feel safe? Does that feel good? Do you
want to continue?).
4. Consent Resets: A “yes” once does not mean “yes” in the future. Don’t make
assumptions.
5. Be Attentive: Respect consent even in the absence of words. Watch for cues in body
language which may communicate that someone is hesitant or uncomfortable with
an interaction (i.e. averting eyes, nervous laughter, frowning, non-response). If you
pick up any cues, check in and ask for clarification.
6. Say Stop: Want an interaction to end but you don’t know what to say? Use the word
STOP. The word stop is understood to mean you want an interaction to end.
7. Compliance: If someone says STOP to you, that means your interaction ends
immediately.
8. Respect Individual Agency: Do not try to convince, coerce, or manipulate another
person to engage with you in an activity or interaction when their answer is
“maybe”, “no”, or “stop”.
9. Communicate: It is encouraged to talk about what just happened with the
individual to build and spread awareness. If you don’t feel comfortable talking to
them, tell others what happened and talk to a consent team member right away. The
community and consent team are here to help.
10. Contact: Contact a consent team member if you think you may have crossed
someone’s boundaries, had your boundaries crossed, or gotten into a questionable
situation around consent. Contact the security team for serious violations and
immediate threats. Use the Incident Reporting Form to report after festival hours.
If you see or experience consent behavior that is inappropriate or out of line, please report
it immediately.  In the case of major incidents this may result in expulsion from festival
grounds, access revoked from attending future events, or legal action, as necessary. All
incidents involving violations of the Consent Code of Conduct will be handled with
compassionate care and professional integrity.
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Core Team Creatives

Visionaries creating living art for the communities we serve.
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Prep & Guidance

Self-Care

As we enter the space of Interfusion, please take care of your well-being at all times.
Drink lots of water, stretch, take breaks and rest when you need to.
If you need support reach out to someone you trust.
Our Mental Health Team is always on-call if you need mental/emotional support!

What to Bring

How to dress and what to bring will depend on the classes you’re planning on taking and
other activities you’re planning on participating in.
● We strongly encourage you to bring a notebook and pen. For workshops, and to
document your own personal journey and reflections.
● Yoga mats will be provided but please bring your own if you can. If you use blocks
for yoga activities, consider bringing them as well.
● For partner dance classes: we recommend dance shoes and/or socks and
comfortable clothing. If you choose to wear h
 eels, they must have an ankle strap.
● For Acrobatics: y oga type clothing is recommended. Please avoid loose fitting
clothing and jewelry as they may become safety hazards. Sport towel, hand sanitizer
and dry chalk are recommended but not necessary.
● For healing arts: comfortable clothing.
● Reusable water bottle to keep hydrated and reduce waste.

Other things to be mindful of

● Strive to be aware of, communicate, and honor your boundaries. You always have
the option to say “no” or “stop.”
● Don’t assume gender based on the physical appearance of a person. Whenever
possible provide space for people to self-identify which gender pronoun they use
(he/she/they or something else).
● Be mindful of the language you use, your personal b
 iases and assumptions.
● Treat every member of the community with r espect and kindness.
● It’s ok to agree to disagree.
● Prioritize self-care.
7

Location & Logistics
Festival Address

1700 Richmond Highway, Arlington, VA 22202 | Crystal Gateway Marriott

To book a room under the Interfusion special group rate, call the Marriott at (703) 920-3230
or reserve online at our plan page. Our group rate expires on Jan 10th or when sold out.
https://interfusionfestival.com/plan/

Airport & Shuttle
Nearest airport to the hotel is Reagan National Airport, DCA. The hotel offers a
complimentary shuttle bus that runs every 20 minutes from 5am - 11:30pm.
If you would like to arrange pick up from the airport to the hotel
please call the Shuttle Phone at 703-413-5500.
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/maps/travel/wascc-crystal-city-marriott-at-reagan-national-airport/

Metro
The Washington, DC Metrorail system has
an elevated Metrorail station connected to
the concourse level of Terminals B and C.
From the airport, take the yellow line to
Crystal City, which will drop you off at the
underground tunnel connecting to the
hotel lobby.
https://www.flyreagan.com/dca/metrorail-station
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Parking

Parking is available at the hotel at a discounted rate of about $29.25 per day.
Additional parking can be found at:
Crystal City Shops:
239-241 18th St S,
Arlington, VA 22202

Free after 4pm & weekends

Colonial Parking Garage:
2200 S Eads St. Arlington,
VA 22202

SpotHero
is also recommend

Check in

When you arrive, please check in on the 1st floor at the festival registration desk.
Check in begins as early as 2:00PM - 12:00AM Thursday and remains open each full
festival day until 2:00AM. P
 lease have your ID handy with you.

Lost & Found

All lost and found items will be stored at the registration desk Studio 5 is located on the
Lobby Level - room named by hotel as “Rosslyn”.

Workshop Reviews

You will receive an email after workshops with the opportunity to provide feedback and
rate the workshop and Facilitator. Y
 our feedback is the most important influence in the
evolution of the festival and is made anonymous when provided to workshop guides.
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Map of Festival Grounds

For all Studios

See signage posted around the hotel lobby and 1st floor for directions to the studios.

Main Grounds (Studios I-IV)

The festival main grounds is located on the 1st floor of the Crystal Gateway Marriott

Studio V

Studio 5 is located on the Lobby Level - room named by hotel as “Rosslyn”.

Sky View / Studio VI

Skyview is located on the 1st floor. From the hotel lobby entrance, head right towards the
restaurant, go up a floor, then head towards the view of the sky.

The Serenity Lounge

The Serenity Lounge is located on the 1st floor - room named by hotel as “Pentagon
Meeting Room”.

Zouk Day Social

Zouk day social is located on the 2nd floor - room named by hotel as “Alexandria Room”.
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Schedule

⇢  CLICK HERE FOR THE FULL SCHEDULE   ⇠

www.interfusionfestival.com/schedule

Check-in
Festival registration hours are as follows:
Thursday: 2 :00 pm – 12:00 am • F
 riday: 8:30 am – 2:00 am
Saturday: 8:30 am – 2:00 am • Sunday: 8:30 am – 2:00 am
THURSDAY PROGRAM
6:00 PM - 7:30 PM • G
 round & Center - Setting Intentions for Your Journey
7:30 PM - 9:00 PM • C
 onsent Tools to Create Joyful Connections
9:00 PM - 12:00 AM • F
 estival Pre-Parties & C
 andlelight Conversations
FRIDAY PROGRAM
9:00 AM - 7:30 PM •
3:30 PM - 9:00 PM •
8:30 PM - 9:30 PM •
10:00 PM - 3:00 AM •

Workshops
Z
 ouk Day Party
F
 estival Meditation & Alignment
C
 andlelight Conversations, A
 croYoga Night Jam, Serenity Lounge,
E
 cstatic Dance Party, B
 achata Party, Kizomba Party
10:00 PM - 5:00 AM• B
 razilian Zouk Party
SATURDAY PROGRAM
9:00 AM - 7:30 PM • Workshops
3:30 PM - 9:00 PM • Z
 ouk Day Party
8:30 PM - 9:30 PM • T
 ibetan Bowl Sound Healing
10:00 PM - 3:00 AM • C
 andlelight Conversations, A
 croYoga Night Jam, Serenity Lounge,
E
 cstatic Dance Party, B
 achata Party, Kizomba Party
10:00 PM - 5:00 AM • B
 razilian Zouk Party
SUNDAY PROGRAM
9:00 AM - 7:00 PM • Workshops
3:30 PM - 7:00 PM • Z
 ouk Day Party
8:30 PM - 9:30 PM • F
 estival Cuddle Party
10:00 PM - 3:00 AM • C
 andlelight Conversations, A
 croYoga Night Jam, Serenity Lounge,
E
 cstatic Dance Party, B
 achata Party, Kizomba Party
10:00 PM - 5:00 AM • B
 razilian Zouk Party
MONDAY PROGRAM
9:00 AM - 12:00 PM • Workshops
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM • C
 losing Circle
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Community Festival-Wide Gatherings
Festival Meditation & Alignment • Friday • 8:30 PM - 9:30 PM

With all of our beautiful beings gathered in one space, we will center, ground, and connect
deeply within ourselves and with others. Guided by Lisa and Sun.

Tibetan Bowl Sound Healing • Saturday • 8:30 PM - 9:30 PM

Experience the peaceful and meditative sounds of Live Tibetan Bowls by Dante Baker.

Festival Cuddle Party • Sunday • 8:30 PM - 9:30 PM

A Cuddle Party is safe space designed for connection through cuddling and physical touch.
Monique Darling, Peter Petersen and Edie Weinstein to guide the experience.
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Conscious Conversations (CC)

www.interfusionfestival.com/conscious-conversations
At Interfusion we encourage the exploration of new experiences. In honor of this, we have
created n
 ew dedicated conversation spaces for our community. We invite you to take this
opportunity to connect with one another through deeper and more meaningful
conversations. We will engage these topics in a supportive space.
Our Topics will include:
Chemistry & Connection | Loss & Healing | Evolution & Transformation

The thrill of the spark. The world fades and there is just you and the other person. But
then the moment ends, and back in reality, we are left wondering what just happened. Was
that a real connection, or just a fleeting chemical romance? In this participatory group
discussion, we delve into our experiences with romance and relationships within our
practices, and how we can healthfully approach and navigate feelings and conversations
with others both in and beyond our scenes.
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To live is to experience adversity. While loss and trauma remain taboo topics, discussing
them openly and intentionally can create a platform from which we can cultivate deeper
wisdom, and ultimately live fuller and more connected lives. This participatory group
discussion is an invitation to contemplate the vast spectrum of loss—from the death of a
loved one to the loss of a dream, and much more in between—as well as our experiences
with grief and recovery, resilience, and companionship in these universal processes.

To evolve is to explore and expand. To thrive is to embrace both courage and vulnerability.
Yet too often, we are prevented from stepping into our authentic selves by shame, fear, or
self-doubt. This participatory group conversation is a meditation both on releasing what
holds us back and defining the person we want to become. It is also a space to dream up
something new—imagining new social paradigms, creating space for new habits to bolster
growth, and reflecting on who we are when we step into our fullest selves.
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CC Guides

CONSCIOUS CONVERSATIONS GUIDE:
COMMUNITY VIRTUES AND AGREEMENTS
To provide a shared foundation for us to enter conscious conversations
together, the following guidelines will serve as our community
agreements—providing an offering for all who enter these spaces to uphold
and model.
www.interfusionfestival.com/conscious-conversations-guide
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Night Time Festivities
Party Themes

Playtime! Let’s get dressed up for our evening festivities.
We have a different theme each night.

16

Music DJs

Artists gardening flowers of music to life.
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DJ James Kong

DJ Ruddy Rivera

DJ Ethan

Candlelight Conversations

In addition to the festival dance parties, this year we are introducing Candlelight
Conversations as a place to gather during the night time festivities.

This will be a quiet place to connect with other members of the community over
meaningful conversations. Candlelight conversations will be taking place in the Skyview.

Acroyoga Night Jam

Acroyoga Jams will also be held each festival night in Studio 1 beginning at 10:00 pm. Jams
are spaces where we share what we have learned with each other, practice and have fun.
18

Sunday West Coast Swing (WCS) Ballroom

On Sunday night beginning at 10:00 pm, there will be a WCS ballroom featuring DJ
Markus Smith and DJ James Kong. If you dance WCS, we invite you to participate in the
special film project taking place.

Serenity Lounge

The Serenity Lounge is open throughout the evening festivities to rejuvenate your mind
and body. Mr. David Martin will be facilitating sound bathing and meditation experience
at 10:00 pm each evening, Friday - Sunday.
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Healing Services

Prioritize your self-care.
Options for healing services are available.
Please book your sessions directly with each healer at their booth.
PROVIDOR

TYPE

CONTACT

Massage therapy, Ashiatsu or
Traditional with cupping option, self
care tools- foam rollers, CBD

mountainforcemassage@gmail.com

Earth Radiance

Skincare Products & Henna Body art
with Kansa Wand massage

www.earthradiance.com
earthradiance5@gmail.com

Reflexology and Beyond

Holistic Reflexology for foot pain and
increased circulation, for dancers

ReflexologyandBeyond.com
feetforhealth@gmail.com

Muscle Oasis

Dr. Schmittat LLC

Joseph Adams Healing

PhysioDC

My Starlight

Acupuncture (Needling, Cupping,
Chinese medical massage, Gua-sha,
healing herbal ointments, free tongue &
pulse reading)

www.drschmittat.net
hannaschmittat@gmail.com

Mini healing sessions, using crystals,
sound bowls, gongs. Crystals will be for
sale

www.josephadamshealing.com
adamsjl33@gmail.com

Physical Therapist: Will provide free
postural screenings and injury
assessments

www.physiodc.com
kiradavispt@Hotmail.com

Energy Healing, Reiki, Chakra
Balancing, Tarot/Oracle/Angel Card
Reading

www.mystarlight.org
mystarlight333@gmail.com
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Exhibitors

Bringing positive human experiences and services to our communities.
EXHIBITOR

Earth Treks

Baltimore Yoga Village

Satchidananda
Ashram–Yogaville

TYPE

CONTACT

Climbing gym community
Baltimore Yoga Village creates safe
spaces and houses authentic wellness
programs for the community

A retreat and yoga Community Center

www.earthtreksclimbing.com
kj.hamos@earthtreksclimbing.com

www.baltimoreyogavillage.com
baltimoreyogavillage@gmail.com
www.yogaville.org
programs2@yogaville.org
www.asanaroots.com
info@asanaroots.com

AsanaRoots

A grassroots community of Yoga,
Movement, & Art lovers

Niranjan Dinesh FAConnect

Financial advisor that helps people put
together plans to balance out living their
best life now, and in the future

Mare Cromwell

Multi-Award Winning Books, Great
Mother Altar Pouches, Sacred Silk Veils Fundraiser for the 1000 Goddesses
Gathering Global Grid

Dark Rose Studios, LLC

Pole fitness & dance classes

emmabaskir@gmail.com

A group of Mermaids that specialize in
growing the mermaid community,

www.metromerfolk.com
metromerfolk@gmail.com

Metro Merfolk
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ND.DC@outlook.com

Marecromwell.com
marecrom@gmail.com

Holistic Product Vendors

Our marketplace will be abundant with products to support your growth and evolution.
Please visit these wonderful vendors to seek what may serve your journey.
VENDOR

TYPE

CONTACT

Tibet Sky Emporium

Hand crafted & fair trade Tibetan
Himalayan jewelries. Singing bowls,
Yogi items, malas

tibetskyemporium@gmail.com

Eve Colantini - Viva
Aroma

doTERRA Essential oils

evecolantoni@gmail.com

Moon Beams and Fairy
Dust

Metaphysical books, gifts, hand made
yoga mat bags, fair trade items,
Chakra tea, CBD tea

Aquanimous & Owluma

Massage Balls and Close Canned
Komboucha

www.aquanimous.com
www.owluma.com
airumair@gmail.com

Aware Boutique

Artisanal hand-knotted Malas and
jewelry designed and created within
the traditions of ancient meditation
practices to enhance Mindfulness in
daily life

www.awareboutique.com
Aware.boutique.nyc@gmail.com

Circulate Energy

Orgone talisman, hand crafted
circulation devices, jewelry

Be Well With Nikki

Organic cotton clothes, tea, soaps.
Essential oils, diffusers, journals,
handmade healing and diffuser
jewelry, singing bowls, yoga mats,
straps
22

www.moonbeamsandfairydust.com

steffany@moonbeamsandfairydust.com

www.circulateenergy.com
Circulateenergy@gmail.com

Bewellwithnikki.com
nikki@bewellwithnikki.com

Full Moon Healing
Stones

Healing stones set in Sterling as rings
and pendants as well as a wide variety
of sterling faith based symbols

www.fullmoonmichaela.com
fullmoonmichaela@gmail.com

Shakti Warrior (from
previous years as
Spiritual Warrior)

Eco-friendly and biodegradable yoga
mats and products

www.shaktiwarriorshop.com
info@spiritualwarriorshop.com

Baubles of Light

Symbolic gemstones jewelry

www.FloodOfLight.com
rebecca@floodoflight.com

Lolo Sōl

High vibe apparel and accessories.

della Terra Organics

Teardrop Support
(Bheka)

MergingMetals

www.lolosol.com
kris@lolosol.com

Locally crafted, small batch, Organic
Personal Care Products. Vegan,
Gluten Free, eco-friendly. Includes
products for Dogs & Cats

www.shopdellaterra.com
terra@shopdellaterra.com

Back care products and sit cushions
including the Teardrop Support
Cushion, Tadpole mini-bolster and the
Mini-Mysore Inversion Strap

www.yogalifestyle.com
ray@yogalifestyle.com

Unique copper jewelry using the
process of electroforming. Materials
also used: feathers, leaves,
honeycombs, raw and polished
gemstones, crystals

My Turkish Decor

Handpainted ceramics and mosaic
lamps

Ahempsa Tree Farm

Locally grown all natural raw hemp
products such as hemp flowers for teas
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www.mergingmetals.com
mergingmetals@gmail.com

marwaalharash6@gmail.com

betterthanmedical@gmail.com

Guides

Facilitating your experiences with loving-kindness.
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Places Nearby
Food & Banks inside Crystal City Underground Mall
⇢  CLICK HERE FOR THE CRYSTAL CITY MALL WEBSITE  ⇠
Access can be found on the Lobby Level of the Hotel to the left of the check-in area.
Here you will find shops, a pharmacy, places to eat and ATM’s as well.
Click on names of shops below for weblink.
Food Specialty
Atia Kabob Place
1688 CRYSTAL SQUARE ARCADE

Gallery Cafe
1215 S CLARK STREET

Rice Bar
1235 S CLARK STREET

Auntie Anne's Pretzels
1675 CRYSTAL SQUARE ARCADE

Good Stuff Eatery
2110 CRYSTAL DRIVE

Soho Café & Market
1225 S CLARK STREET

Chick-fil-A
2200-G CRYSTAL DRIVE

Lily Bubble Tea & Smoothie
1666 CRYSTAL SQUARE ARCADE

Starbucks
2231 CRYSTAL DRIVE - #160

Chipotle Mexican Grill
2231 CRYSTAL DRIVE

Manna Café
2345 CRYSTAL DRIVE - #130

Subway at 1750 Crystal Drive
1664 B CRYSTAL SQUARE ARCADE

Cold Stone Creamery
2200-D CRYSTAL DRIVE

Market Basket & Grocery
1669 CRYSTAL SQUARE ARCADE

Subway at 2100 Crystal Drive
2154 CRYSTAL PLAZA ARCADE

Cosi
2011 CRYSTAL DRIVE

The Perfect Pita
2345 CRYSTAL DRIVE CONCOURSE LEVEL

Sushi Garden
1680 CRYSTAL SQUARE ARCADE

Deli Works
2136 CRYSTAL PLAZA ARCADE
Dunkin Donuts
1687 CRYSTAL SQUARE ARCADE
The Freshman Pop-Up
2102 CRYSTAL DRIVE

The Perfect Pita
1681 CRYSTAL SQUARE ARCADE
Philadelphia Mike's
1668 CRYSTAL SQUARE ARCADE
Plaza Gourmet
2173-B CRYSTAL PLAZA ARCADE

Sweetgreen
2200 CRYSTAL DRIVE
The Stand
1601 CRYSTAL DRIVE
We, The Pizza
2100 CRYSTAL DRIVE

Restaurants
Highline RxR Bar & Restaurant
2010-A CRYSTAL DRIVE
Jaleo Crystal City
2250-A CRYSTAL
DRIVE
McCormick & Schmick's Seafood
Restaurant
2010 CRYSTAL DRIVE

Neramitra Thai
2200-I CRYSTAL DRIVE
Ruth's Chris Steak House
2231 CRYSTAL DRIVE - 11TH
FLOOR

San Antonio Bar and Grill
1664-A CRYSTAL SQUARE
ARCADE
Ted's Montana Grill
2200-A CRYSTAL DRIVE

Banks/Financial
Capital One
2100-F CRYSTAL DRIVE

Layfayette Federal Credit Union
2231 CRYSTAL DRIVE
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Wells Fargo
251 18TH STREET, SOUTH

Support Procedures & Emergency Contacts
Security

Medical Team

We have security guards on-duty during
festival hours to ensure the safety of our
community members. If you are needing
assistance from security please go to the
registration desk and the security guard
will be notified for assistance.

We have a team of Medics and Nurses on
call for the physical safety of our
community members. If you are in need
of medical attention please go to the
registration desk and the medical team
will be notified for assistance.
If you are facing an emergency dial: 9-1-1

Consent Team

Our consent team is available during
festival hours to address any issues
related to consent and boundary-crossing
incidents. If you need support in
unpacking or reporting an incident please
visit our C
 onsent Booth located in the
Wellness Expo or contact our Consent
Team Directors Sarah Taub & Indigo
Dawn.

Mental Health Team

We have a team of volunteer therapists
and counsellors on call to support the
mental health of our community
members. If you are in need of
mental-emotional support please visit our
Consent Booth located in the Wellness
Expo or contact our Consent Team
Directors Sarah Taub & Indigo Dawn.

Indigo Dawn / Sarah Taub

consent@interfusionfestival.com

For emergencies please contact the Chief of Staff:
Ms. Jenna Hendrick

jenna@interfusionfestival.com
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